Exotic optoelectronic properties of organic semiconductors with super-controlled nanoscale sizes and molecular shapes.
We present several aspects of thiophene/phenylene co-oligomers (TPCOs). TPCOs are regarded as a newly occurring class of organic semiconductors. These materials are synthesized by hybridizing thiophene and phenylene rings at the molecular level with their various mutual arrangements. These materials are characterized by the super-controlled nanoscale sizes and molecular shapes. These produce peculiar crystallographic structures and high-performance optical and electronic properties. The crystals of TPCOs were obtained through both vapor phase and liquid phase. In the TPCO crystals, the molecules take upright configuration. These cause large carrier mobilities of field-effect transistors and laser oscillations under optical excitations. Spectrally-narrowed emissions (SNEs) were also achieved under weak optical excitation using a mercury lamp. The light-emitting field-effect transistors using these crystals for an active layer have shown the current-injected SNEs when the device was combined with an optical cavity and operated by an alternating-current gate-voltage method. Thus the TPCO materials will play an important role in the future in the fields of nanoscale technology and organic semiconductor materials as well as their optoelectronic device applications.